Solutions for Education
NetShelter CX

The NetShelter CX is a soundproofed server room in a box which allows for IT deployment wherever and whenever it is needed, saving space, cost and deployment time.

Whether it’s a large University Campus or a single small independent school, the NetShelter CX can provide a right-sized, space-saving, secure environment for the education-critical IT equipment that belongs onsite.

How the CX helps in Education Environments
• Mobility allows IT to be shared between departments & classes
• Win back space for teaching by cutting down on dedicated IT rooms
• Save Capital for other purposes by reducing infrastructure construction
• Reduce Operation costs with CXs low-energy heat management
• Pre-configurable and easy-to-deploy in a Ready-Made state
• Easily integrate a UPS to protect against harmful down time
• Deploy IT outside the server room or data center quickly and easily
• Use easy-to-clean Dust Filters to protect critical equipment

Security features
• Fully lockable enclosure with bolt-to-the-floor accessory available
• Furniture look blends in to the environment
• Integrates with APC NetBotz for surveillance & access monitoring

Remote Management
• Monitor & control power & environmental conditions by adding APC Smart UPS & Switched PDU

Potential Applications:
Digital Classroom
• Keep IT gear close to the classroom & laboratory where it is needed to support growing digital applications both institutional and student owned
• Minimise disruption to concentration by soundproofing noisy computers
• Maintain short cable lengths by placing workstations right in the classroom

Multimedia in the Lecture Hall
• Mixed media server rollouts often happen away from the datacenter
• Soundproofed cabinet keeps onsite equipment from disrupting the lesson
• Attractive cabinet which serves IT needs while blending into the auditorium décor

Department Sharing
• IT resources can now be easily & securely moved from one department to another

Electronic Records Migration
• As digital storage needs increase, make use of office, lab or classroom space

Roll-Out Ready
• Pre-Install all IT & Multimedia in to multiple NetShelter CX for roll-out across large site or to numerous remote sites. Create your own re-usable architecture.

For more information go to www.apc.com/netsheltercx